Diffusion-Freezing-Induced Microphase Separation for Constructing Large-Area Multiscale Structures on Hydrogel Surfaces.
Hydrogels with multiscale structured surface have attracted significant attention for their valuable applications in diverse areas. However, current strategies for the design and fabrication of structured hydrogel surfaces, which suffer from complicated manufacturing processes and specific material modeling, are not efficient to produce structured hydrogel surfaces in large area, and therefore restrict their practical applications. To address this problem, a general and reliable method is reported, which relies on the interplay between polymer chain diffusion and the subsequent freezing-induced gelation and microphase separation processes. The basic idea is systematically analyzed and further exploited to manufacture gel surfaces with gradient structures and patterns through the introduction of temperature gradient and shape control of the contact area. Moreover, the formed micro/nanostructured surfaces are exemplified to work as capillary systems and thus can uplift the liquid spontaneously indicating the potential application for anti-dehydration. It is believed that the proposed facile and large-area fabrication method can inspire the design of materials with various functionalized surfaces.